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01 INTRODUCTION
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1.1 About the Document
This report sets out the design principles for Low Coniscliffe
and Merrybent Parish area. It applies to all new development
and forms a part of supporting documents for the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan. The design principles suggested within
this document are based on a desktop study of local
planning policy context, a site survey, and workshops with
steering group members.
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1.2 Aim, engagement and scope

Engagement

Aim and scope of the design principles
document

During the preparation of the design principles
document, two parish steering group engagement
events were held. These workshops gave parish
members the opportunities to ascertain, share
and debate key opportunities and constraints.
These events helped to confirm an understanding
of the key issues and also began to shape the
content of design principles for the whole parish
area.

Good design adds value to a local area in terms of
environmental performance, community and
quality of life. It also contributes to creating a
‘sense of place’ for local residents. The overall
objectives of this design principles document
include:
•

To improve the design quality and
placemaking objectives of development
schemes proposed for Low Coniscliffe and
Merrybent;

•

To set out a series of urban design principles
which should be taken into account by
developers in preparing their masterplan and
design solutions;

•

To support the policies in the emerging
Neighborhood Plan that will be produced by
the parish council.
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The first event was held on the 13th of November
2017 and was attended by members of Low
Coniscliffe and Merrybent Parish Council Steering
Group Member, and the AECOM project team. The
event took the form of an interactive workshop,
which provided steering group members with the
opportunity to comment and provide feedback on
the baseline material prepared by the consultant
team, and also generate ideas and suggestions
for potential approach of producing the design
principle document.
The second event held on the 27th November
2017 was attended by wider members of the
parish council steering group. Two parts of design
principles were discussed and agreed, which
include: ‘General design principles’ based on

baseline analysis of the whole parish area; and
‘Placemaking design principles’ based on urban
design analysis of the local villages - Low
Coniscliffe, and Merrybent.

Scope
The design principles document will include two
parts:
•

‘General design principles’ relating to the
parish context: based on high level of review
context constraints, including: topography,
water system, vegetation, environmental
designations, historic assets, and utility
constraints, a series of high level of design
principles are suggested to respond to these
constraints appropriately;

•

‘Placemaking design principles’ to steer good
quality development: based on study and
review of current local villages, a series of best
practice urban design considerations and
principles are suggested.

Figure 1.1: Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent Parish
Design Code & Principles Document
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02 GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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2.1 Highway/Movement network
The A67 which is used by the communities of
Merrybent and Low Coniscliffe, provides westeast connections from Barnard Castle to
Darlington town centre.
The B6279 runs from west to east at the northern
boundary of the parish providing connections
from Staindrop to Darlington town centre.
Public rights of way along the River Tees and
Baydale Beck contribute to the good linkage
between parish and High Coniscliffe, Branksome,
and Mowden. A bridleway connects Coniscliffe
Road and B6279 from south to north. Existing
rights of way routes provide good linkages
between High Coniscliffe and Low Coniscliffe.

General Design Principles:
•

Buffer zones such as landscape strips may be
needed along the A1 to reduce noise and
visual impact;

•

New developments should enhance and retain
the existing public rights of way. Developers
may apply to divert a public right of way if they
can demonstrate that it is beneficial to move
the path and the diverted route will be no less
convenient and enjoyable to the public.

View of Merrybent

View of the Merrybent Drive development

View of Low Conisliffe village
10
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Figure 2.1: Highway/Movement network and design principles commentary
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2.2 Topography and water courses

General Design Principles:

The Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent Parish
boundaries are marked by Baydale Beck to the
east, River Tees to the south, B6279 to the north
and agricultural land to the west. The study area
has subtly south-facing slopes, which drop from
the north-west of the site to the River Tees. The
highest area is around Coniscliffe Grange (about
65m), and then the site starts to slope down
towards the south to reach about 40m AOD (Above
Ordnance Datum) at the River Tees.

•

The general approach to new development
should ensure that areas at little or no risk of
flooding from any source are developed in
preference to areas at higher risk. Only where
there are no reasonably available sites outside
of flood zones should the suitability of sites in
Flood Zone be considered, taking into account
the flood risk vulnerability of land uses. New
development should be to kept out of high
flood risk areas, i.e. as suggested in the plan
opposite, the areas to the north of the River
Tees should be avoided;

•

New development should retain the existing
water courses and the valley, to minimize the
potential environmental impact;

•

Minimal 8m easement area should be
provided along one side of Main Rivers which
should be accessed by Environment Agency
for maintenance.

There are two un-named water courses running
through the site. EA flood zone 3 is identified in
the parish, covering quite a large part of southern
part of the area. Baydale Beck and River Tees are
the two identified main rivers bordering the area,
which need to be considered as important
landscape features within the parish.

12
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Water course valley
should be maintained

Main rivers need min
8m easement on both
sides

Flood zone 3 areas are
not suitable for
development

Figure 2.2: Topography and Water Courses and design principles commentary
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2.3 Historic Assets
Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent Parish contains
several historic assets. As shown in figure 2.3, there
are three grade II listed buildings located within the
parish. The two grade II listed buildings and
structures located in Low Coniscliffe, the 55-57
Low Coniscliffe and Well Bank House, contribute to
area’s character.
The other grade II listed structure is located in
Merrybent, namely the Milepost in front of number
12, which dates from the late 19th century.
Outside of the parish boundary, the High Coniscliffe
Conservation Area is located approximate 1km to
the west of Merrybent village. A Scheduled
Monument and two Grade II Listed buildings can be
found along Coniscliffe Road, around 500 metres to
the east of the parish boundary. Therefore, the area
is considered relatively highly sensitive due to its
proximity to Conservation Areas and the amount of
listed buildings, future development needs to
respond accordingly.
There is a well established local character in Low
Coniscliffe, some buildings dating to the late 17th
century. These buildings have distinct elements
and materials which describe Low Coniscliffe’s
special character, new development needs to take
this matter into consideration.
14
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New development
near listed building
should respect its
architectural interest
and setting

Figure 2.3: Historic Assets and design principles commentary

General Design Principles:
•

New development should avoid potential
effects on buildings of architectural or
historical interest. Both the interior and
exterior of listed buildings are protected, as
well as their setting. New developments
located adjacent or close to a listed building
should respect its character and influence on
local identity;

•

Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent contain several
traditional local buildings. Therefore, new
development should reflect the architectural
and landscape character of the villages, giving
careful consideration to architectural style,
building materials and spatial arrangement.

Figure 2.4: Low Coniscliffe Listed Buildings and Traditional Buildings Map
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2.4 Ecological constraints
Several mature woodlands can be found along the
River Tees and Baydale Beck. Sites of Nature
Conservation Importance are found along Baydale
Beck and on the northern side of Low Coniscliffe.
According to policy E20 in the ‘saved’ policies
within the existing Local Plan (adopted 1997, with
alterations 2001), Sites of Nature Conservation
Importance need to be especially considered by
new developments to avoid damaging the site; in
order to obtain permits, new development needs
to abide by the applicable policies and
requirements.

Buffer zone

A site of assumed woodland lies within the parish.
According to the National Forest Inventory
Woodland Area Statistics for Great Britain (26 May
2011), assumed woodlands are recorded areas of
new planting under woodland grant schemes
(where this woodland is not yet visible from aerial
photography). This assumed woodland will be
monitored continuously by the National Forest
Inventory until minimum canopy cover is achieved
on the 10th year (2021). Local communities’ aspire
to designate the assumed woodland as a local
community forest.

Wide landscape link
between woodland
belt and community
forest
Wide landscape belt
along the rivers and
woodland belt

General design principles:
New development should consider retaining the
mature woodlands, protect existing landscape
features, and provide an adequate distance from
the river. Habitat value or special features of sites
of nature conservation importance should be
retained or enhanced. The Community Forest
needs to be retained and enhanced.
16
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Potential landscape
buffer along
Coniscliffe Road

Figure 2.5: Ecological Constraints and design principles commentary

2.5 Utilities
New development needs to take into account the
electricity pylons/overhead power lines within the
Parish, these cross the Parish from the north to
the south.
General design principles:
•

Management of activities and appropriate use
of the land adjacent and beneath power lines
is needed to protect these utilities. Consulting
with the power line owners is encouraged to
ensure appropriate design is achieved;

•

In order to reduce the visual impact of
overhead power lines, all new development
needs to consider street orientation to avoid
framing pylon lines and should consider
utilizing landscape design to mitigate the
power lines.

Figure 2.6: Utilities and Parish Constraints and design principles commentary
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03 PLACEMAKING DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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Place-making design principles:
To appreciate and understand the local context properly, both physical
and visual elements are important to a successful scheme. This might
be achieved through urban design analysis of existing villages, which
should be based on desktop study and detailed site survey, recording
the typical traditional placemaking of the local area.
‘By Design’, a report published by CABE (2000), provides useful
information on urban design and how to study and analyse local
character and context. It also suggests several themes/topics to be
considered in relation to creating vibrant ‘places’, which are
appropriate to this study and include:
•

Character (including the sense of place);

•

Spatial arrangement (open and enclosed);

•

Ease of movement and legibility (vehicular and non-vehicular);

•

Diversity and adaptability (types of properties);

•

Visual design and legibility (landmark or focus buildings, and
vistas).

The placemaking design principles suggested in this section are based
on a study of Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent, and any future
development should reflect or improve these principles.
19

3.1 Character (including the sense
of place)
The Parish consists of two key settlements:
Merrybent village, which includes Merrybent Drive
development, and Low Coniscliffe. Low Coniscliffe
is a locally distinctive village which has been
shaped by its landscape setting within the Tees
valley. The historic village has developed using
local materials and the particular combination of
these materials create a ‘sense of place’. Key
features are:
• The stone village sign (Low Coniscliffe)
identifying the arrival of the ‘place’;
• A focal building at the end of the approach road;
• Dwarf stone walling is widely used to define the
private front garden and public space, such as
footpath and grass verges;
• The building materials reflect local character,
including grey and buff sand stone, red brick, buff
or white render, etc.;

Merrybent Drive development is a small
community consisting of detached, semidetached and terraced properties (red-brick or
white/buff render). The boundary treatments
include dwarf wall, timber fences, and grass
verges. These elements reflect features in its
neighbouring community – Low Coniscliffe.
Merrybent village is dominated by larger detached
houses with red brick or white/buff render walls,
with long front and rear gardens. Dwarf brick
walls, trees and hedgerows in front gardens frame
the street view along the A67.

Merrybent Drive development

Place-making Design Principle:
New development should consider how to reflect
and contribute to the existing character of the
local area; how the new scheme will use, adapt, or
even improve the local design techniques; and
create places that belong to the local area.

Merrybent village
20
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Low Coniscliffe village sign

Grade II listed building in Low Coniscliffe

Bungalows

Dwarf stone wall

Local architecture linked houses

Local architecture building with wide windows
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3.2 Spatial Arrangement
(open and enclosed)
Spatial arrangement is important to successful
placemaking and creating a ‘sense of place’.
Interesting spatial experience can be obtained
when people travel through various types of
spaces, such as enclosed open spaces.
Enclosed and open spaces can be found in
Merrybent Drive development along Merrybent
Drive and Nursery Lane. However, Merrybent
village is a linear community without significant
changes between open and enclosed spaces.
Low Coniscliffe is a typical local village which
reflects the interesting spatial arrangement
mentioned above, including (see the figure
opposite) :
• The narrow approach from Coniscliffe Road
enclosed by native hedgerows and trees;
• An open space defining the threshold of the
village, where Gate Lane turns right towards the
centre of the village;

• Public and private spaces clearly separated and
defined by walls, fences and hedges;
• Views to open space are framed by buildings
along Gate Lane.
Placemaking Design Principle:
New development should ensure that private and
public spaces are clearly defined, by using local
materials or measures. Public spaces can be
various and range from open, semi-open, to
enclosed, which will be well defined by buildings,
structures and vegetation such as trees and
hedgerows.

Narrow view along the approach road

All public spaces, where possible, should be well
overlooked and edged by active frontages, such
as front doors, windows from large habitat rooms,
front gardens, public footpaths, etc.

• Buildings located close to the road act as a
pinch point to define the ending/starting point of
the street;
View opens at the road turning point by incorporating
open space

22
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Enclosed linear space
from the approach road

Open space at the
arrival square

Public and private spaces clearly defined by dwarf
walls

Open space at the end
of the vista

Pinch point to narrow
down the space; also
acts as a starting point
to the next space
The space is gradually
narrowing
Pinch point

The street consists of open and enclosed spaces
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3.3 Ease of movement and legibility
A permeable and legible movement network is
essential for successful development. This is
often defined by perimeter blocks connected by a
series of streets and squares.

Lane and Back Lane providing amenity and
pedestrian access to wider countryside areas.

In Merrybent, most of the properties are accessed
from private drives along the A67, a road with
40mph speed limit. On the contrary, Merrybent
Drive development provides a clearer hierarchy of
movement network, including access road
(Merrybent Drive), tertiary road (Nursery Lane),
and court yards and private drives.

The movement network within new development
should be well connected and permeable
throughout the area, including both vehicular and
non-vehicular routes, which allow safe, direct and
convenient routes to be selected and used. New
development should prioritise the needs of
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport such as
buses, ensuring the provision of direct and
convenient access to the main movement
network.

Though relatively small, Low Coniscliffe shows
some good local technical measures of movement
and legibility design, which includes: (see the
figure opposite)
• Gate Lane is clearly defined as the main road
into the village, the Back Lane junction is narrow
and its visibility splay is limited by dwarf stone
walls. This shows a clear hierarchy of road orders;
• The end of Gate Lane is clearly defined by using
an opened green space to split the road into two
smaller lanes;
• Several Public Rights of Way connect to Gate
24
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Placemaking Design Principle:

Main access road (Gate Lane)

New development should consider well-designed
movement networks which allow users to
understand the hierarchy of both vehicular and
non-vehicular routes. A movement strategy
should be identified for new developments, and
should clearly identify key routes, access points,
differences between public and private realm.
Landmark features, focal buildings, active
frontages, way-finding measures, and defined
vistas can all increase legibility of development.
Minor Road (Back lane)

Minor/narrow road
(without separate
footpath)

Clear priority to Gate
Lane at this junction

Narrow Back lane junction gives priority to Gate lane

Public Rights of Way
and footpaths

End of the main road

Access to Public Rights of Way
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3.4 Diversity and adaptability
New development should be flexible enough to
respond to potential future changes, including
future use, lifestyle and climate change and
technical evolution. This means a mix of different
types and sizes of properties should be provided
within any development impacting on the parish.
Merrybent Drive development shows a good mix of
detached, semi-detached and terraced properties.
However, Merrybent village is dominated by detached
houses which may only be suitable for larger families.
Low Coniscliffe developed through different eras and
consists of various types of houses throughout the
village. (see the figure opposite)
• There are a total of 92 properties in Low
Coniscliffe, many of which date from the 17th
century. Most of these are located to the east of
the village and many are relatively large and built
from river stone;

• The centre part of the village is a ‘transition’
area, mixed with older buildings dating from the
17th century and newer post war buildings.
Placemaking Design Principle:
A good mix of types of properties should be considered
within any new development, to provide opportunities
for variety and choice within the local context;
Development should introduce flexibility in the use of
public spaces, social facilities, movement measures,
and parking strategy;

Large detached house

A mix of tenures, housing types and associated
facilities should be considered in the parish, to create
a mixed and sustainable community with activities at
all times.

• There are smaller sized houses at the far
western end of the village many of which were
built in the 1970’s link style and arranged in more
regular lines to frame formal spaces;
Detached house
26
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Linked houses

o

l

d

Linked houses
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3.5 Visual design and legibility
New development should consider vistas and key
frontages, to define prominent edges to key public
spaces and streets. The positions of landmark
and focal buildings should be carefully considered
and integrated into vista and visual design to help
create distinctive quality, character and overall
three dimensional forms. Merrybent village
stretches along both sides of the A67, and
buildings are well hidden behind trees and
hedgerows in front gardens. Merrybent Drive
development, a recent built small community,
shows some good examples of visual design/
considerations, such as: focal buildings at the end
of streets; and public spaces framed by front
elevations.

• After passing this building, the next section of
the vista is focusing on a local 1.5 storey
bungalow, typical of the village, with feature
corner wall stones and a chimney on the top of
grey roofs;
• A feature tree within a green space defines the
termination of the long vista along Gate Lane
• Buildings front Gate Lane and Back Lane to
create safe and attractive public streets;
Place-making Design Principle:

Linear space in Merrybent

View lines and vistas should be well considered to
create interesting journeys when people travel
through spaces;

Low Coniscliffe is a typical traditional village of
the area with visual design consideration which
can be seen as follows:

Public spaces should be framed by building
frontages which help to create safe and ‘positive
spaces’;

• The view from Gate Lane, framed by dense
hedgerows, is narrow and focuses on a traditional
style white rendered building sitting within dwarf
stone walls;

Landmark or focal buildings can be an individual
or a group of buildings, which consist of features
showing local materials, architectural tradition
and identities.
Focal buildings in Merrybent Drive development
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Views framed by
hedgerows and
focusing on the white
building

Framed view looking towards the focal building
Views toward the
feature trees at the end
of the vista

Views toward the
bungalow

Open space defines the end of a vista
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04 CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
The Low Coniscliffe and Merrybent design principles
document provides general principles for the Parish area,
based on high level review of context constraints and the
history of parish villages. Future development is encouraged
to respect the existing conditions, reflect existing local
character, responding appropriately to existing constraints.
To achieve these objectives, this document should support
and be incorporated in the emerging Neighborhood Plan.
This document is produced to assist developers and home
owners in understanding the council and parish group’s
expectations regarding the design, layout, materials, and
landscape for development proposals.
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